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HYSTERETIC MODELLING OF 

MOMENT-RESISTING NAILED TIMBER JOINTS 

B.T. Kivell 1, P.J. Moss2 and A.J. Carr2 

Summary: 

While nailed timber joints have been used for many years, attention 
is now being focussed on producing nailed joints that have a significant 
moment resistance. Such joints can be made using steel sideplates and 
the increased moment resistance over more traditional nailing could be 
utilised to resist seismic loads. Like steel and concrete members used 
to resist seismic loads, the timber members and joints need to be modelled 
sufficiently accurately in order that computer models of the structures 
will provide adequate predictions of the overall seismic behaviour. This 
paper discusses hysteretic models and proposes a model for nailed timber 
joints (based on the modified Takeda model previously used for concrete 
models) that incorporates the pinching effect that is observed in tests 
on moment-resisting nailed timber joints. The behaviour of two simple 
portal frames under the El Centro 1940 earthquake record is discussed. 
Values for the model parameters were obtained from tests reported elsewhere. 

INTRODUCTION: 

Timber is a very old structural 
material and has been widely used down 
through the ages in the construction of 
houses. Today, it is still used extensively 
to build low rise buildings, mainly one and 
two storey houses, and it is especially 
suitable on account of its resilience under 
load for structures situated in earthquake 
prone areas of the world. The largest 
timber building in New Zealand is the 4 
storey old Government Building, Wellington, 
built in 1875 and still standing and in use 
today having survived the high seismic 
activity of the Wellington region for over 
100 years. With recent changes in the New 
Zealand fire code, there is again the 
possibility of building timber structures 
up to four storeys in height. 

Traditionally, the timber joint has 
been the weakest link in a timber structure 
necessitating research into the various 
types of mechanical fasteners and connect
ors and hence the performance of the joint. 
Timber joint details are wide-ranging, 
varying from a simple nailed joint to the 
use of shear connectors and nail-plates. 
The performance of joints is determined by 
the material properties of the timber and 
connector, the joint configuration and the 
loading condition. While the load-slip 
characteristics of nailed joints have been 
studied by several researchers, little is 
known about their cyclic performance. 

Timber unlike other construction 
materials such as concrete or steel, has no 
true linear elastic regions or yield point 
on the load-deformation curve. The load-
slip curve for a laterally loaded nailed 
joint is nonlinear, however at low enough 
loads behaviour should be effectively 
elastic and result in a linear relationship. 
W i l k i n s o n o b t a i n e d a linear load-slip 
relationship by cycling the load several 
times to obtain a slip of 0.4 mm (0.015 in.) 
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in order to allow adjustments to take place 
in the wood around the nail and to provide 
the nail with a tight contact against the 
surrounding wood. 

In looking at the serviceability 
requirements of a joint, a slip value of 
0.4 mm has been accepted as a basis for 
determining the allowable load, and this 
also allows an elastic stiffness of the 
joint to be determined. Research on load-
slip behaviour in the linear range has been 
carried out by Kuenzi^ 2), Wilkinson and 
Noren^ 3). Mack( 4) has presented a method 
for predicting the load-slip behaviour for 
a nailed joint during first loading up to 
a slip of 2.5 mm. Foschi^ 5) looked at the 
estimation of ultimate loads for nailed 
joints. In New Zealand. research has 
included that by Lake(6J who also reviewed 
the literature on the testing of nailed 
joints up to 1972. 

Although there is a lot of information 
on timber joint behaviour where the nails 
are subjected to a shear loading, there is 
relatively little information on the ability 
of a group of nails to withstand an applied 
moment loading. The torsion formula, which 
has been used to determine the moment capa
city of a group of bolts or rivets, was 
investigated by Perkins et al^ 7' with 
respect to timber applications and their 
results "indicated that the torsion formula 
introduces, at most, no more error varia
tion than is expected of wood itself". It 
was found though, that the experimental 
load on the extreme nail was generally less 
than that calculated by the torsion formula. 

Recent nailed joint research in New 
Zealand has been concerned with developing 
a suitable rigid moment-resisting joint 
incorporating nailed steel side plates. 
The nailing pattern is rectangular with the 
steel side-plates being predrilled. When 
the side plate is subjected to rotation the 
nails are loaded in shear which results in 
a torsional moment being developed on the 
nail group as a whole. Tests carried out 
to date on particular nail arrangements 
have all shown satisfactory performance of 
the nailed joint in resisting moments. 
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More recently, Thurston and Flack 
have carried out some cyclic testing of full 
scale joints incorporating nailed steel side 
plates to determine the joint performance 
and possible load-slip or moment-rotation 
curves beyond the initial elastic region, 
i.e. beyond the initial 0.4 mm nail deform
ation . Pinched hysteresis loops were obtain
ed but, even so, large energy absorption was 
still achieved. They also repaired a joint 
with epoxy resin and on retesting, found it 
to be stiffer than the original - an 
encouraging result for primary load resist
ing timber structures that could possibly 
be subjected to large earthquake excitation 
and require subsequent repair. Further 
tests were carried out with a load limiting 
device in the way of necked metal side 
plates which limited the amount of nail 
deformation as the plate yielded plastic
ally at a predetermined load. 

DEVELOPMENT OF HYSTERETIC MODELS 

Structures subjected to strong ground 
motion will sustain inelastic deformations 
at certain critical regions. These regions, 
in most dynamic inelastic analyses, are 
restricted to the dnds of members and are 
usually considered to be very small in 
length (unless a finite length plastic 
hinge is assumed). Various hysteresis 
models have been developed to describe the 
behaviour of these critical regions for 
different materials and for different 
aspects of the joint construction. As 
researchers looked closer into the govern
ing factors of joint behaviour, then so did 
the hysteresis models become more compli
cated. However, no one hysteresis model 
can apply to all materials and hence one 
must determine exactly what the governing 
factors are for a given material and joint 
construction and choose a hysteresis model 
accordingly, remembering that the model is 
only an idealisation of the actual behaviour. 

When hysteretic models were first 
being developed they were required to be 
simple and efficient in their computational 
effort and so the elastie-perfectly plastic 
model was initially used by many investi
gators to give the overall behaviour of the 
structure to an earthquake loading but the 
results had to be treated with caution as 
it was an oversimplification of the problem. 

The strain-hardening characteristics 
of steel were recognised by modifying the 
elastie-perfectly plastic model to give a 
post-yield stiffness greater than zero to 
give a bilinear model. This model has been 
used widely for both steel and reinforced 
concrete structures. The area contained 
within the hysteresis loops is a good 
measure of the energy dissipation of the 
member or structure, and to this extent, 
the bi-linear model with its rather 1 fat 1 

hysteresis loops which may be an acceptable 
model for steel, tends to overestimate the 
energy dissipation capacity of reinforced 
concrete which shows a degradation in stiff
ness as a result of cyclic loading. There
fore , further investigation was necessary 
to look at the possibility of incorporating 
stiffness degradation characteristics into 
a hysteresis model. 

Clough(9) developed a stiffness model 
to represent the cracking of concrete where 
the degrading stiffness was associated with 
the closing up of the cracks. A further 
degrading stiffness model was developed by 
Takeda, Sozen and Nielsen( 1 0) which included 
stiffness changes at flexural cracking and 
yielding, and strain-hardening character
istics . This trilinear degrading model of 
Takeda which has a non-zero yielding stiff
ness appears to be the best basis on which 
any modification should be made to allow for 
various aspects of joint deformation. Emori 
and Schnobricht 1 1) looked at the pinching 
effect caused by bond deterioration in rein
forced concrete and produced a modified 
Takeda model which had a reduced stiffness 
range between the unloading and reloading 
stiffnesses. 

All of these hysteresis models were 
developed to represent the various aspects 
of joint behaviour for either steel or 
concrete structures subjected to earthquake 
motions. However, the modified Takeda model 
with its representation of the pinching 
effect between unloading and reloading to 
represent bond deterioration and bar slip
page , appears to be suitable to represent 
the behaviour of a timber joint. Timber 
joint behaviour has a similar slippage 
problem but this time it is the nail deform
ation in timber when loaded in shear which 
governs the joint stiffness, hence the 
modified Takeda model should give a valid 
representation of the hysteretic behaviour 
of a moment-resisting timber joint incorp
orating nailed steel side-plates. 

MODELLING A NAILED TIMBER JOINT 

While basing a hysteretic model for 
timber on the modified Takeda model, the 
tri-linear backbone curve was replaced by 
bi-linear skeleton curve since this is a 
sufficient approximation to describe the 
basic load-deformation curve of a nailed 
timber joint. 

In the model, if the maximum deform
ation (rotation, curvature or displacement) 
of the member never exceeds the predefined 
yielding points, then the member remains 
elastic. When the member deformation 
exceeds the yield point, then the stiffness 
is reduced to a given percentage of the 
initial elastic stiffness as would be the 
case in modelling the strain-hardening 
region of a steel member). When the member 
stops yielding and begins unloading, it 
unloads with a stiffness which is controlled 
by the ratio of the yield deformation, Dy, 
to the maximum deformation, D m , in the 
direction of loading and the initial elastic 
stiffness, K Q, according to the equation 

D 
(1) 

where a is a variable determined from 
experimental data and which controls the 
deformation after unloading back to zero 
load. 

The stiffness of the member in the 
region where slippage of the nails occurs 
is determined by assuming a cubic function 
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U'linear 
skeleton curve 

Point Coordinates 
A ( r} , m, } 
B (r0 .0 ) 
C (-r0,-2$ron 
D f~r,t - m, } 

BC and CD were assumed to give an adequate 
representation of behaviour and the three 
lines hereafter referred to as the unloading, 
the slipping and the reloading stiffnesses 
respectively. A similar curve and set of 
straight lines was assumed for points Al 
B 1 , Ci and D 1 where the loading increment 
would be of opposite sign. 

Several rules had to be formulated to 
enable the model to cope with changes in the 
direction of loading, i.e. a load reversal. 
These rules can be summarised as shown in 
Figure 2 and as follows: 

FIG. 1 - Hysteretic model developed to 
represent a nailed structural 
timber joint 

as indicated in Figure 1. This cubic 
function passes through the three points A, 
B and D and is used to define point C so 
that the slipping stiffness is given by the 
slope of the line BC. The current maximum 
points, A and D, are assumed to be symmetric 
about the origin so that we have 

A 
D 
B 

where m 

(r 1 # m 1 ) 
( - r,, -
(r Q, o) 

(2) 

moment 
r = deformation 

r^ = maximum deformation 
r = deformation at zero load 

after unloading with 
stiffness, k. u 

The cubic function is of the form 
3 (r~ *„ 3> (3) 

The coefficient 3 can be defined by 
requiring the cubic function to pass through 
the points A, B and D (Figure 1 ) . It 
should be noted that effectively, the shape 
of this cubic function is controlled by the 
initial elastic stiffness and the 'unload
ing exponent", a, i.e. the unloading stiff
ness from the maximum deformation deter
mines points A, B and D which must lie on 
the cubic curve. 

The modified Takeda model requires 
that the deformations at which the stiffness 
changes should be symmetric about the verti
cal (moment) axis, i.e. for point C 
(Figure 1) the deformation is already pre
determined and the moment can be derived by 
use of the cubic equation, equation 3 
such that 

B = (r Q, o) C = (- r Q , - 23 r Q
3 ) (4) 

Therefore when a change of direction occurs, 
the following points can be determined (for 
a given a value): 

A = (rn , m n ) C - (- r , - 23 r 3 ) 
B - (r 

"1' 
o) (- r 1' m 1 ) (5) 

To simplify the required change in 
incremental stiffness, straight lines AB, 

[r"0 

0J 
(a) (b) 

(d) 

FIG. 2 - Rules for the hysteretic model 

(a) If the new loading direction (either 
a positive or negative deformation 
increment) was of the same sign as the 
current moment and deformation, then 
the model would aim for the maximum 
moment and deformation point that was 
of the same sign as the current moment 
and deformation values, as shown in 
Figure 2 (a) . 

(b) If the new deformation increment was 
of a different sign to the current 
moment sign, then the member would 
have to unload and the resulting 
deformation sign at zero load would be 
looked at. If this 1 zero load 1 deform
ation is of the same sign as the new 
deformation increment, then the model 
will head (with a stiffness of k L ) for 
the previous maximum moment and de
formation of the same sign as in 
Figure 2(b) 

(c) otherwise the model will head for the 
same 'maximum* point via a slipping 
stiffness and the reloading stiffness 
as in Figure 2(c). 

(d) When the member is unloading but the 
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sign of the current deformation is of 
the opposite sign to the new deform
ation increment (Figure 2 (d)), the 
member is given a modified slipping 
stiffness and heads for the previous 
point C before following the reload
ing path. 

DYNAMIC ANALYSES 

These were carried out on models of 
two nail jointed timber portal frames that 
had been tested under cyclic loading in the 
laboratory(12). The centreline dimensions 
of the portal frames were a height of 
2.000 m with columns 3.420 m apart, and pin-
jointed at their bases (see Figure 3 ) . The 
difference between the two frames lay in 

Member size 251 * 92 

SPECIMEN 1 

El 

Nodal mass 922kg 
Mod. of Elasticity 8.60; 361GPa 
Yield Moment 3.00; 3.25kNm 

SPECIMEN 2 
651kg 
8.60;2.75GPa 
1.80;l97kNm 

El 

3120 

FIG. 3 - The portal frames analysed in the 
computer models 

the code working value for the modulus of 
elasticity and the other using the lower 
modified value. 

The 'plastic 1 slope, P, of the moment-
curvature diagram was kept constant and 
similar as far as possible for both choices 
for the modulus of elasticity for each 
specimen. The unloading stiffness was kept 
the same for both initial stiffness choices 
to give the possibility of obtaining similar 
moment-curvature diagrams. The parameter, 
a, which governs the unloading stiffness, 
is defined in equation 1. The various 
numerical values used are listed in Table 1 
and were derived from the experimental 
results described in reference 12. 

The natural periods of the two portal 
frames with the stiffnesses based on the 
code modulus of elasticity were both less 
than 0.5 seconds (being 0.34 and 0.28 
seconds for specimens 1 and 2 respectively) 
whilst the effect of using the modified 
moduli was to raise the periods of the 
structures to 0.52 seconds and 0.50 seconds 
for specimens 1 and 2 respectively. The 
level of damping was assumed to be 5% applied 
to modes 1 and 3, though possibly a value of 
8% might be more appropriate for a timber 
structure with multi-nailed joints. 

The earthquake used for all the ana
lyses was the first 10 seconds of the El 
Centro, May 18, 1940 (N-S) record. This 
was used since it is usually taken as a 
"code calibration" earthquake record and has 
a greater effect on structures with periods 
in the 0.5 to 1.0 seconds range. While the 
elastic periods for the portal frames 
analysed using the code modulus of elasticity 
were less than 0.5 seconds, the periods were 
raised to this level when using the reduced 
moduli. 

the strength of the nailed joint between 
the beam and columns, the assumed yield 
moments being 3.0 kNm and 1.8 kNm for 
frames 1 and 2 respectively. The nodal 
masses used for the dyriamic analyses of the 
frames were taken to be 922 kg and 651 kg 
for frames 1 and 2 respectively. These 
values were arrived at by assuming that the 
beam end-moments for a uniformly distributed 
load were one half of those for a fully 
fixed ended beam when relating them to the 
respective yield moments in order to obtain 
the equivalent uniformly distributed load. 
This load was then used to determine the 
modal masses as well as the static loads in 
the portal frames. 

The code working value of the joint 
moment is based on the initial 'linear' 
load-deflection curve but experimentally it 
had been found( 1 2) that there is a soften
ing of the structure with increase in de
formation even though the load-carrying 
capacity of the joint continued to increase m 

This lowered stiffness value was obtained 
by modifying the value used for the modulus 
of elasticity, such that for specimen 1 the 
modified value was 0.42 of the code value 
(which was 8.60 GPa) while for specimen 2 
the modified value was 0.32 of the code 
value. For each portal frame, two dynamic 
inelastic analyses were performed, one with 

Since the second, third and fourth 
mode periods of the portal frames for the 
four analyses dropped sharply to about 
0.01 - 0.025 seconds, a series of analyses 
were carried out using frame 1 with the 
code modulus of elasticity and a range of 
time steps in order to determine just how 
small the integration time step needs to be 
in order to obtain accurate results. 

TABLE 1 : PARAMETERS FOR THE COMPUTER MODEL 

E(GPa) -M (kNm) 
y 

P a 

Specimen 1 
8.60 3.00 0.050 0.5 

Specimen 1 
! 3.61 3.25 0.119 0.2 

Specimen 2 
8.60 1.80 0 . 0 3 8 0.4 

Specimen 2 
2.75 1.97 0.119 0.1 

DUCTILITY 

Nailed joints in timber members do not 
display any true elastic and inelastic states 
but have a continuously changing stiffness 
giving rise to a curved load-deflection 
path. For the analyses reported herein, 
this continuous curve has been approximated 
by a bilinear curve. The flat portion of 
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the curve near failure ( H ) has been ignored 
as the deformation required has been assumed 
to be greater than that which would occur in 
a moderate to severe earthquake. 

Related to damage and damage control, 
ductility factors are often used, especially 
in the comparison of the response of differ
ent structures. The displacement ductility 
is defined as 

Ay 
where A 

mc 
Ay 

= maximum displacement 
= yield displacement 

In the case of timber structures, the 
calculation of a displacement ductility 
factor is not as simple as for other 
materials having a sharply defined yield 
point and a definition of the yield dis
placement must be provided. Is it the 
displacement at a factored code working 
load level with a modulus of elasticity 
equal to the code value, or is it the dis
placement at a factored code working level 
but with a modified modulus of elasticity 
based on a more accurate representation of 
the load-deflection diagram? From the plots 
of the cyclic maximum moment-curvature 
points given in Figures 8 and 14 of refer
ence 12, a factor of approximately twice 
the code working load (or moment) seemed 
appropriate to define the 'yield1 moment of 
the joint. 

These alternative yield moments will 
lead to two alternative values for the 
modulus of elasticity, i.e. the code value 
and a reduced value associated with the 
higher value of the yield moment. Analyses 
were carried out using both choices for the 
modulus of elasticity and their associated 
yield moments. 

The computer program used for the 
analyses automatically computes the curva
ture ductility at the ends of all members 
where inelastic rotation has taken place. 
The curvature ductility is defined as 

y = ijmax 

where = maximum curvature of the 
member at the joint 

i|> = curvature of the member 
at the joint when the 
yield moment of the joint 
is first reached. 

For an elastic member, the moment and 
curvature are related by the expression 

M = Elijj 

and consequently the yield curvature, \j;y , 
can be derived from the known yield moment. 

RESULTS 

Effect of Integration Time Step 

Four analyses were carried out for 
frame one with values of 1/100 f 1/200, 
1/300, 1/400 seconds being used for the 
time step in integrating the equations of 
motion for the computer model. Displace

ment and moment time history plots are given 
in Figures 4 and 5 for these four analyses. 
In both figures it appears that the analysis 
using a time step of 1/100 second differs 
considerably from those carried out using 
smaller time steps suggesting that this 
time step is too coarse to allow the higher 
modes to respond correctly (the first mode 
being a pure sway mode). From the figures 
it seems that a time-step of 1/400 seconds 
is required for accurate results although a 
time step of 1/300 seconds would give almost 
the same results. For the remaining analyses 
reported herein, a time step of 1/400 second 
was used throughout. 

By way of further comparison of the 
effect of the time step, the ductility 
requirements are shown in Table 2. The 
variation in maximum displacements and the 
column and beam curvatures can be seen 
clearly, together with the variations in 
beam and column axial forces, shear forces 
and bending moments. 

Frame 1 

The moment-curvature plots for the 
top of each column for the two analyses of 
frame 1 are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The 
figures show the variation in the initial 
stiffnesses of the nailed joints, a similar 
'plastic' slope and approximately the same 
unloading and slipping slopes for a given 
magnitude of curvature. For both values of 
the modulus of elasticity, the moment-
curvature loops are displaced to one side 
of the diagrams suggesting plastic movement 
of the structure in one direction. While 
the moment-curvature loops are not large, 
it is possible to see that pinching of the 
loops does occur after unloading and the 
reloading stiffnesses are reduced as the 
maximum curvature reached increases. 

The time histories for moment and dis
placement (Figures 8 and 9) initially appear 
to be very similar for each case but it can 
be seen that for the analysis using the un
modified modulus of elasticity, the moment 
drifts after six seconds of the earthquake 
record. 

Frame 2 

On account of the smaller mass used 
with frame 2, the elastic period of the 
structure was lower, and the 'yield' moment 
was at 1.8 kNm as opposed to 3.0 kNm for 
frame 1. The moment-curvature diagrams 
from the two analyses are shown in Figures 
10 and 11. The moment-curvature loops for 
column one for the analysis using the code 
modulus of elasticity is more centrally 
located than those for the analysis using 
the reduced value, and shows the pinching 
loops. 

The bending moment and deflection !•. 
time-histories are shown in Figures 12 and 
13. As happened in the analyses for frame 
1, the moments and displacements for the 
case using the code modulus of elasticity 
showed some drift from the initial static 
value during the course of earthquake load
ing. 
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TABLE 2 : DUCTILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR DIFFERENT INTEGRATION PERIODS 

Integration Columns Beams 
A 

Displacement Curvature Ductilities 
time step Axial Maximum Shear Axial Maximum Shear max ductility 

Col. 1 Col. 2 Beam 
(seconds) force moment force force moment force (mm) y Col. 1 Col. 2 End 1 End 2 

1 6361 3700 2472 1348 3282 6777 85.25 44.6 4.39 5.30 - 4.24 
100 2305 -4734 -1969 275 -3075 3269 -40.05 21.0 12.10 ' 6.72 - 1.50 

1 6290 3883 2261 1354 2337 6797 53.90 28.2 5.89 6.79 - -
200 2376 -4081 -1988 119 -2897 3362 -45.70 23.9 7.85 6.43 -
1 6173 4252 1931 1346 2277 6703 36.25 19.0 5.27 9.20 3.70 

300 2493 -3471 -1791 -77 -3329 3467 -60.79 31.8 4.08 4.71 3.31 -
1 6245 4180 2015 1338 • 2179 6654 44.17 23.1 5.94 8.85 3.50 -

400 2421 -3565 -1852 13 -3157 3400 -58.25 30.5 4.68 5.64 2.10 -
Ay * 1.91 mm 

FIG. 5 - Moment-time hi istory plots for frame 1 using different time steps as in FIG. 4. 
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FIG. 6 - Moment-curvature plots for the columns frame 1 using code modulus of elasticity 

FIG. 7 - Moment-curvature plots for the columns of frame 1 using the reduced modulus of 
elasticity 

(a) (b) 

FIG. 8 - Moment-time histories for frame 1 using (a) code modulus (b) reduced modulus 
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FIG. 9 - Displacement-time histories for frame 1 using (a) code modulus (b) reduced modulus 
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FIG. 10 - Moment-curvature plots for the columns of frame 2 using the code modulus of 
elasticity 
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- 0 . 0 4 

FIG. 11 - Moment-curvature plots for the columns of frame 2 using the reduced modulus of 
elasticity 
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FIG. 13 - Displacement-time histories for frame 2 using (a) code modulus (b) reduced 

modulus 

FIG. 14 - Moment-curvature plots for the columns of frame 1 using code modulus for 
(a) a = 0.4 (b) a = 0.6 
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Ductility 

Displacement ductility factors were 
calculated for both cases and are listed in 
Table 3 along with the curvature ductility 
factors for the two columns and the ends of 
both beams. The table shows that a greater 
ductility demand is incurred for analyses 
using the unmodified code value of the 
modulus of elasticity. 

As the bilinear back-bone curve used 
to model the hysteretic behaviour of the 
joint region ignores effects such as initial 
slippage under small deformations, the 
initial stiffness will appear to be slightly 
greater than the probable true stiffness of 
the joints and hence will enhance the stiff
ness of the frame. For these reasons it 
would appear that the analyses using the 
modified modulus of elasticity give more 
realistic ductility requirements for the 
joints. 

DISCUSSION 

The moment-curvature diagrams obtained 
from the two sets of dynamic inelastic 
analyses appear to have the bilinear back
bone curve and pinched hysteresis loops 
typical of moment-resisting nailed 
joints ( H ) . There are discrepancies between 
the computer representation and the experi
mental results, especially with the sudden 
changes in the model - a result of the tri-
linear representation of the assumed cubic 
function in the moment-curvature relation
ship. 

Analyses were carried out with two 
different initial stiffnesses for the 
members. The response of the structure for 
these two cases was virtually identical 
except that for the case where the stiffness 
had been softened off, the amount of perma
nent 'plastic * displacement was almost nil. 
In all cases, the moment-curvature hyster
esis loops were displaced to one side. 
Although the value of the initial stiffness 
used in the analysis had no major effect on 
the structural response it does effect 
markedly the ductility factor required by 
the structure as this is dependent on the 
yield moment and initial stiffness of the 
members. 

To compare the behaviour of timber 
structures to that of other structures the 
ductility factor is commonly used as the 
benchmark. However, for a timber structure 
the ductility factor must be mentioned in 
conjunction with the initial stiffness used 
in the analysis because, for the case of 
the code level of stiffness being used, a 
large ductility factor does not necessarily 
mean that the design should provide that 
level of ductility. This is because the 
true initial stiffness is somewhat less than 
the code level of stiffness and the required 
ductility factor is consequently reduced 
(as can be seen from Table 3 ) . This then 
brings up the unanswered questions as to 
what is the initial stiffness of a timber 
structure which is to provide the primary 
lateral load resisting system for the 
structure. This question is even more 
important when considering the structure*s 
period in determining the lateral load 

required for the equivalent elastic code 
design. As can be seen from the two initial 
stiffness cases used in the inelastic ana
lyses , there was approximately a 50% 
increase in the elastic period of the 
structure. This softening of the initial 
stiffness could lead to a reduction in the 
required code lateral load resistance of the 
structure (as per NZS 4203:1080 Figure 3 ) . 
However, the choice of the initial stiffness 
value had little effect on the apparent 
inelastic periods of the structure, as the 
moment and displacement time histories for 
both frames (Figures 8 and 9, 12 and 13) 
showed that the periodicity was similar 
whether the code value or the reduced value 
was used for the modulus of elasticity. 

In order to gauge the effect of the 
unloading stiffness, additional analyses 
were carried out on frame 1 using the code 
elastic modulus. The results of using 0.4 
and 0.6 for the unloading parameter, a (see 
equation 4) are compared with those for 
a = 0.5 in Table 4. It can be seen that as 
the unloading stiffness decreases (i.e. a 
increases), the maximum displacement duct
ility and column curvature ductility 
requirements increase while the beam duct
ility requirement decreases. As a increases 
there is a greater degradation of the stiff
ness of the joints. The moment-curvature 
plots for a = 0.4 and 0.6 are shown in 
Figure 14 and should be compared with those 
for a = 0.5 in Figure 6. 

Figure 15 shows the moment-curvature 
diagram for one column joint of frame 1 
using the reduced modulus of elasticity and 
subject to the Pacoima Dam earthquake record. 
Here the maximum curvature reached is much 
greater than for the El Centro earthquake 
and in spite of the bias in one direction, 
the development of the pinching behaviour 
can be clearly seen. 

FIG. 15 - Moment-curvature diagram for frame 
1 using reduced modulus under 
Pacoima Dam earthquake. 

As discussed above, the computer 
model as developed does give hysteresis 
loops that display pinching characteristics, 
however, the rules that govern the behaviour 
of the loops may be too restrictive in two 
ways. The first restriction is that the 
loops are dependent on the absolute maximum 
as in the modified Takeda model. This could 
possibly be relaxed by incorporating a 
scaling factor to relate the present hyster
esis loops to the directional maximum thus 
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obtaining some independence between the 
positive and negative directions. This will 
also remove the requirement for symmetry 
about the origin. The other restriction is 
that degradation characteristics have not 
been included in the present model. In 
setting up the present model, the over
riding requirement was that the model should 
be kept reasonably simple consistent with 
adequately modelling the pinching character
istics of a nailed timber joint. 

Also, more information is obviously 
required on the dynamic characteristics of 
timber joints such as modelled herein in 
order that the parameters required for a 
dynamic inelastic analysis could be deter
mined on a statistical basis. Parameters 
such as a 8yield 1 load, possibly in the 
form of a factored working load, an initial 
stiffness for the member in relation to the 
period of the structure, and the 'plastic 1 

stiffness value all need further investi
gation and discussion in relation to parti
cular joint configurations. 

To go a step further, dynamic in
elastic analyses should be carried out on 
three and four storey timber buildings 
designed according to NZS 4203:1980 to 
determine the response of such structures 
and to determine the maximum curvature 
ductility demand. A further item to be 
considered is whether the bilinear load-
deflection curve needs to be replaced with 
say a tri-linear curve with a flatter third 
region. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The model developed to represent the 
hysteretic behaviour of a moment-resisting 
timber joint does appear to fulfill the 
requirement of displaying the pinching 
characteristics associated with such 
timber joints. From the very small data 
base available, various parameters were 
determined though these were all dependent 
on the chosen value for the initial stiff
ness of the member. 

Various questions have been raised by 
this research. The most important one is 
what exactly should the initial stiffness 
of a timber member be when considering a 
dynamic inelastic analysis. Clearly, a 
code value for the modulus of elasticity 
appears to lead to a structure much stiffer 
than it really is, whilst the experimental 
data suggests a value of 0.3 - 0.4 times 
the code value for th& modulus of elasti
city. Tied in with this question concern
ing the initial stiffness of the members 
is that of a reasonable assumption con
cerning the 'yield1 point of the material 
so that an appropriate bilinear skeleton 
curve can be obtained to describe the 
hysteretic behaviour. From the experi
mental results( 1 2), a factor of approx
imately twice the working moment of the 
joint seemed appropriate to define a 
possible yield moment. A further question 
that arises is how much deformation can 
take place before it is considered 
excessive, i.e. beyond a reasonable expect
ation from a moderate/severe earthquake. 
Also, the plastic slope of the skeleton 
curve may be constant but what value should 

be taken for the bilinear factor since it 
is dependent on the initial stiffness. 

From the data obtained to date, the 
following values for the parameters used in 
the hysteretic model are suggested: 

Case (i) E 

Case (ii) E. 

mod 
P 
a 

mod 
P 
a 

- ^ ° Ecode' 
= 0.045 ± 0.005 
~ 0.45 ± 0.05 

0.3 0.4 E code' 
0.12 ± 0.02 
0.15 ± 0.05 

For an elastic lateral code analysis 
it is suggested that the period of the 
structure be determined using a modified 
modulus of elasticity of perhaps 0.4 E c o d e . 
This would lengthen the predicted 
natural elastic period to give a value more 
representative of the structure after some 
hysteretic behaviour than would be obtained 
using the code elastic modulus. The result 
might possibly lower the design load re
quirements , though a value of 0.5 to 0.6 
could be used if it is desired to err on 
the side of conservatism. 

A ductility factor can be applied to 
a timber structure but exactly what it 
represents needs to be examined closely. 
If a displacement ductility is to be used, 
then consideration needs to be given to a 
suitable definition of the yield displace
ment . It appears from the results present
ed in this paper that any definition of the 
ductility factor should be related to a 
modified initial stiffness. 

Modelling of the hysteretic behaviour 
of a timber joint incorporating nailed 
metal sideplates has been shown to be 
possible and leads to realistic computer 
modelling of the joint behaviour. However, 
development of such moment-resisting timber 
joints is still at an early stage and more 
research needs to be undertaken to deter
mine their characteristics before the 
computer model can be used to reliably 
predict the overall structural behaviour 
and aid in the future design of multi
storey timber structures. 
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TABLE 3 : DUCTILITY REQUIREMENTS UNDER EL CENTRO (1940) (N-S)[AT = 1/400 seconds] 

Period Time (sees) My Columns Beams 
Ay 

Displacement Curvature Ductilities 

(sees) to first (kNm) Axial 
force 
<kN) 

Maximum 
moment 
(kNm) 

Axial 
force 
(JcN) 

Maximum 
moment 
(kNm) 

Ay max 
(mm) 

ductility 
Col. 1 

Beam 

yield 

Axial 
force 
<kN) 

Maximum 
moment 
(kNm) 

Axial 
force 
(JcN) 

Maximum 
moment 
(kNm) 

max 
(mm) 

P 
Col. 1 

End 1 End 2 

Fraine 1 6245 4180 1338 2179 1.91 44.17 23.1 5.94 8 .85 3.50 -
E = 1.0E 

mod 
0.34 0 .60 3.00 

2421 -3565 13 -3157 -1.91 -58.25 30.5 4 .68 5.64 2.10 -

E = 0.42E 
mod 

0-52 0.875 3.25 
5764 4291 1328 2343 4.93 50.98 10.3 2 .95 3 .67 -

2900 -4222 263 -2639 - 4 . 9 3 -51.81 10.5 3 . 5 o ' 2 .54 - -
Fraroe 2 4165 • 2605 889 1746 1.46 27.49 18.8 6.63 12.71 4.14 

E = 1.0E mod 0.28 0.035 1.80 
12.71 4.14 

1892 -2117 -110 -2084 - 1 . 4 6 - 5 0 . 5 5 34.6 5.61 5.19 5.17 -

E = 0.32E mod 0. 50 0 .628 1.97 
4020 2806 907 1403 5.01 46.62 9.3 3.42 4 .53 - -

2037 -1255 90 -1623 - 5 . 0 1 - 5 7 . 5 5 11.5 3 .95 2.50 -

TABLE 4 : EFFECT OF VARIATIONS IN THE UNLOADING STIFFNESS PARAMETER, a 

Unloading 

stiffness 

parameter 

a 

Columns Beam 
A 
max 
(mm) 

Displacement 

ductility 

V 

Curvature ductilities Unloading 

stiffness 

parameter 

a 

Axial 
force 
OcN) 

Maximum 
moment 
(kNm) 

Maximum 
shear 
(kN) 

Axial 
force 
{km 

Maximum 
moment 
(kNm) 

Maximum 
shear 
(kN) 

A 
max 
(mm) 

Displacement 

ductility 

V 

Col. 1 Col. 2 
Beam 

Unloading 

stiffness 

parameter 

a 

Axial 
force 
OcN) 

Maximum 
moment 
(kNm) 

Maximum 
shear 
(kN) 

Axial 
force 
{km 

Maximum 
moment 
(kNm) 

Maximum 
shear 
(kN) 

A 
max 
(mm) 

Displacement 

ductility 

V 

Col. 1 Col. 2 
End 1 End 2 

0.4 6190 

2886 

4127 

-3473 

1993 

-1824 

1337 

61 

2277 

-3165 

6743 

3452 

35.36 

-55.50 

19.5 

29.1 

5.47 

4.16 
8.46 

4.54 

4.11 

7.01 
-

0.5 6245 

2421 

4180 

-3565 

2015 

—1852 

1338 

13 

2179 

-3157 

6654 

3400 

44.17 

-58.25 

23.1 

30.5 

5.94 

4.68 

8.85 

5.64 

3.50 

2.10 
-

0.6 6335 

2331 

4200 

-3749 

2099 

-1902 

1339 

-21 

2582 

-3094 

6829 

3307 

52.65 

-59.82 

27.6 

31.3 

6.42 

5.93 

8.99 

6.60 

3.34 

1.68 -

Ay = 1.91 mm 


